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ALBatal Factory  was established over 25 years ago as an
integrated faci l ity for metal ,  wood, and paint works,
making it  a leading manufacturer and supplier of
outdoor furniture.  We take pride in our extensive
experience in this industry and strive dil igently to meet
our customers'  needs with the highest standards of
quality and durabil ity .  Our product range includes a
wide variety of chairs ,  tables,  fences,  outdoor trash bins,
al l  meticulously crafted using the f inest raw materials
and the latest technologies,  incorporating designs that
are both artistic and functional ,  with weather-resistant
and corrosion-resistant coatings.

To  ensure our customers'  satisfaction,  our factory
houses ski l led talents and artisans capable of designing,
supplying, and instal l ing our products anywhere in the
world.
If  you are seeking luxurious and contemporary outdoor
furniture to enhance your outdoor spaces,  we are here
to serve you. Contact us today to inquire about our
products.

Founder
Magdy Boktor

Since
1999
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Benches



CLASSICO
B-0018

B-0011

B-0012
B-0013

B-0014

B-0015

B-0016
B-0016

B-0017 B-00111

B-00110

B-0019

B-00112 B-00113
B-00114PROGRESSIVE

SQUARE
OLDISH

OVAL

BOXTRENDY

TRADITIONAL

SIMPLIXSUPPOTIVE
SNUG

TRIO

TRINE ENDURING
FUNCTIONAL

A modern two sided bench

A classic wood three seater
bench with rounded table

A modern looking wood
seat made of metal frame

An arch metal frame bench 
with comfy supports

A classic bench covered
with light or dark wood top

A modern bench covered
with light or dark wood top

A tranditional bench  with
metal back supportsA futuristic looking bench  

A classical looking bench  
with back supports

A Square shaped leg bench
with back supports

A rainbow shaped back 
bench with side supports

A basic bench with back
support

A box shaped bench
with a wood seat 

A fancy sleek shaped
leg bench 

A smooth edged shape
bench with wood seat

R i g h t s  re serv e d fo r  t he th r   or ig i na l  d e si g ne rs of  t he items l ist ed  in  th is  c atalo g   



B-00119 B-00123B-00118

B-00122

B-00126
B-00117

B-00121

B-00125

B-00116

B-00120

B-00124

HEXAGON RING 

ARC

COUPLED 
WOODY

PAIR

ORCHARD

OASIS

LINE

CAMBER PLAZA

A hexagon shaped bench
with all around back support

A ring shaped bench with all
around arm supports

A modern linear shaped
bench

A a specious, no visible
frame group bench 

A quarter circle shaped
back with back support 

A quarter circle shaped
bench with arm support

A modern two
sections bench 

A modern bench with
mini back garden

A dual sided bench with
back supports 

A wood covered  benchA dual sided bench with
back and arm supports 

B-00115

SLICK
A three oval shaped legs
bench with back  support

B-00119

PARIS
A simple frame group
bench 

B-00119

ROME
A modern bench with
back and side support

B-00125

SPACIOUS
A triangular box leg bench

250 300 USD



Picnic 
Table



B-00119

B-00123

B-00118

B-00121

B-00125

B-00116

B-00120

B-00124

NEW CAIRO

CHICAGO

COUPLED ALEX

PARK

FLORIDA

CAMBER

ROOFTOP

A two seats, separate pieces
heavy duty picnic table

A two seats, one pieces
heavy duty picnic table

A two seats, separate pieces
heavy duty picnic table

A two seats, one pieces
heavy duty picnic table

A two seats,
separate pieces
heavy duty
picnic table

A single seat, one pieces
heavy duty picnic table

A two seats, separate pieces
heavy duty picnic table

A two seats, one pieces
heavy duty picnic table

B-00115

PYRAMID
A two seats, one pieces
heavy duty picnic table

B-00125

NEW YORK
A two seats, separate pieces
heavy duty picnic table



B-00125

ROSE
A four/eight seats,
separate pieces heavy
duty picnic table

B-00124

BOXES
A two/four seats, one pieces
heavy duty picnic table

B-00122

OSCAR
A four/eight seats, one pieces
heavy duty picnic table

B-00122
B-00126

 BLUES MYRILAND
A two/four seats,
one pieces heavy
duty picnic table

A two/four seats,
separate pieces heavy
duty picnic table

B-00122

PICNIC
A two/four seats, separate
pieces heavy duty picnic table

B-00125

WORKS
A fourseats, single
pieces heavy duty
picnic table

B-00117

9TH AVE
A two seats, separate pieces
heavy duty picnic table



B-00122

B-00126

B-00121

B-00125

B-00116

B-00120

B-00124

LAVISH

STEEP

MUMBAI CUSCO

LIMA

POSH

CARACAS

A ring shaped bench with all
around arm supports

A modern linear shaped
bench

A quarter circle shaped
bench with arm support

A modern two
sections bench 

A dual sided bench with back supports 

A wood covered  benchA dual sided bench with
back and arm supports 

B-00125

QUITO
A triangular box leg
bench



B-00119

B-00123

B-00118

COLOMBO

FLORENCE PGRANADA
A a specious, no visible
frame group bench 

A quarter circle shaped
back with back support 

A modern bench with
mini back garden

B-00115

PORTO
A three oval shaped legs
bench with back  support

B-00119

ARTISANAL
A simple frame group
bench 

B-00119

ATHENS
A modern bench with
back and side support

Anything !
WE CUSTOMIZE



Litter 
Bins



B-0025

CHUTE
Two pillars support open
steel bin

B-0021

CASE

B-0022
B-0023

B-0026

B-0024

B-0027
B-0028

B-00212B-00211
B-00210

B-0029

INSPIRE VESSEL NET

SUAVE

SCREEN

ENCASE

CONCEAL LRBRON

CUBE

TRUNK

Ground cylinder shaped
with  voids bin

Ground cylinder shaped
solid steel bin

Ground cylinder shaped
black steel bin

A modern wood cover
steel bin

a Wood cover steel bin
with shades

A rectangular shaped
Wood steel bin

A modern designed
Wood steel bin

A classic single pillar bin
with shades 

A modern single pillar bin
with shades 

A basket shaped single
pillar bin with shades 

A dual pillar bin with top
shades 



B-00213
B-00214

B-00215

B-00216

COLUMNDRUM
BARREL

CONE

A solid shaped with
square inlet bin

A modern cone shape steel and wood
bin 

A cylinder shaped steel
and wood bin 

A modern single point  
pillar bin  

B-00217

B-00222

B-00218

B-00223

B-00219

B-00224

B-00220

B-0011

DUE

SUAVE

VIGOR

TRIPLIX TENTS SECTIONS

TRIPLE

CLUSTER

A steel and wood
rectangular bin with a sign

A steel and wood
rectangular bin with a door

A three compartments
rectangular bin A dual compartments

rectangular bin 

A three compartments rectangular bin A three compartments
rectangular bin with shades

A three compartments
rectangular bin 

A single steel box bin
with shades



B-00255 B-00250
B-00252

B-00256

SCREEN

LINESFLUIDEDGE
A pyramid steel box
bin with three inlets

A dual pillars single
inlet bin with shades

A sharp lines single  
inlet bin with shades

A modern cylinder bin with rocks

B-00254

WORLD
A modern cylinder bin 

B-00253

SLEEK
A modern cylinder bin 

B-00257

LIGHT
A modern rectangular bin

B-00258

BOARD
 modern rectangular
bin with cover

B-00259

GRILL
 A grill shaped modern
rectangular bin 

B-00261

NEW HAVEN
A modern cylinder bin

B-00260

BECASO
A modern artistic cylinder bin 

B-00262

CIGAR
A dual input modern cylinder bin 



B-00263
B-00264

B-00265

B-00266

LISBON

MARSEILLEFLUID
VALENCIA
A modern square bin  
with dome top  modern circler bin with cover A modern square bin 

B-00267

PALERMO
A modern square bin 

B-00268

NAPOLI
A modern square bin

B-00271

BAGHDAD

B-00270

SEVILLE
 modern circler bin with cover

B-00269

GRILLING
 A grill shaped modern rectangular bin 

B-00274

ADEN
A modern square bin 

B-00275

FASHIONED
B-00273

DUBAI
A triple input modern cylinder bin 

A modern square bin 

 modern circler bin with cover

A triple input modern cylinder bin 

189-210 USD



Planters



B-0031

BLOOM
A solid rectangular
shaped box 

HAVENB-0032
B-0033

FORGE

ROOTS
B-0034

EVER
B-0037

B-0035

NATURE

WILD
B-0038

B-0046

TIMBER

B-00310

VERDAN

B-0039

SLICE

B-00311

CRAFT

A solid rectangular shaped
box with legs support

A steel and wood mixed box
bin 

A solid triangular
shaped  steel box bin

A solid rectangular shaped
box  with ground support

A solid rectangular
shaped  box A solid rounded

shaped  steel box bin

A dual rectangular shaped box A solid rectangular shaped box 

A multi plants solid
rectangular shaped box 

A multi plants solid
rectangular shaped box 



Bike 
zone



B-0041

WHEELS
A circular shape bike zone

B-0042

BAY
A angular shape bike zone

B-0043

ZONE

B-0044

DOCK
A single unit shape bike zone

B-0048

COVE
A modern bike zone

B-00412

SPIN
A rounded top shape bike zone

B-0049

VELOC
A rounded top shape bike zone

B-00410

ROUND
A rounded shape bike zone

B-00411

RIDE
A classic top shape bike zone

B-0047

GRIPB-0046

HUB
A modern bike zone

B-0045

REST
A rounded top shape bike zone

prices varies based on steel thickness and amount of units 

A classicshape bike zone

A rounded top shape bike zone



B-00417

WHEEL
A solid horizontal rectangular
shaped steel box bin

B-00421

STEEL
A solid horizontal rectangular
shaped steel box bin

B-00425

TRADITION
A solid horizontal rectangular
shaped steel box bin

B-00424

CLASS
A solid horizontal rectangular
shaped steel box bin

B-00423

SIMPLICS
A solid horizontal rectangular
shaped steel box bin

B-00422

DOTS
A solid horizontal rectangular
shaped steel box bin

B-00418

FNACY
A solid horizontal rectangular
shaped steel box bin

B-00419

SKY
A solid horizontal rectangular
shaped steel box bin

B-00420

VICTORY
A solid horizontal rectangular
shaped steel box bin

B-00416

SLOT
A solid horizontal rectangular
shaped steel box bin

B-00415

SAFE
A solid horizontal rectangular
shaped steel box bin

B-00413

NEST
A solid horizontal rectangular
shaped steel box bin

prices varies based on steel thickness and amount of units 



Bollards



B-0051

COLLECTIVE
All square and rounded, top
sealed bollards are available

B-0059

TITAN
A cross shaped bollard

B-00512

METRO 
A U shaped bollards
with wood top

B-0057

PALADIN
A multi -layer
rectangular
shaped bollard

B-0055

URBAN 
A solid rectangular
shaped bollard

B-00511

PATHWAY 
A basic U shaped
bollards

B-00510

FORTRESS
A wood and steel
fancy bollards

B-00512

METRO 
A U shaped bollards
with wood top

B-0058

LINKED
A solid rectangular
shaped bollard



Tables



We customize  
Terrazzo table



Chairs



B-00611

INDIANA

B-00622

VIRGINIA
A metal Rattan finished chair

B-00638

A metal Rattan finished chair

B-00617

BRUSSELS
A black metal 4 legs base chair

B-00673

LONDON
 metal and wood 4 legs chair 

B-00684

DUBLIN
A metal and wood  square
base chair 

B-00616

TEXAS
 A blue metal 4 legs base chair 

B-00615

ARIZONA
 A metal 4 legs base chair with
pillows

A metal Rattan finished  chair

ZURICH



B-00619

BELGRADE

B-006311

LYON
A metal and wood two leg
barstool chair 

B-006910

KIEV
A metal and wood two leg
barstool chair 

B-0061417

STOCKHOLM
A  metal and wood four leg barstool chair 

B-006712

MILAN
 metal and wood with feet
support barstool chair 

B-0061015

SOFIA
 A  metal four leg barstool chair 

 metal and wood four leg
barstool chair 

B-006713

VALLETTA
A metal and wood
four leg chair 

B-006714

TBILISI
A metal our leg barstool chair 

B-0061416

ISTANBUL
A  metal and wood four leg
barstool chair 



Mail 
Boxes



B-00915

ESTONIA

B-00912

ZAGREB
A wall hanging metal mail box with support

B-00914

SKOPJE
A metal and wood mail box with a support 

B-00911

ICELAND
A wall hanging  metal and wood with feet 

A wall hanging metal mail box 

B-00910

VILNIUS
A wall hanging metal mail box 

B-00913

KRAKOW
A wall hanging metal mail box 



Tree 
guards



B-0071

SENTRY
A vertical tree guards
with bended edges

B-0072

FORTRESS
A vertical tree guards
with solid balls top

B-0073

FENDER
A net shaped
vertical tree guards 

B-0074

BELLY
A belly shaped vertical tree
guards 

B-0078

SAFEGUARD
An artistic designed
rectangular tree guard 

B-0077

RAMPART
A modern designed
rectangular tree guard 

B-0076

SHIELD
A solid designed
rectangular tree guard 

B-0075

CANOPY 
A solid horizontal
rectangular shaped
steel box bin



B-0079

BULWARK
A wood covered
tree guard 

B-00710

WARD
A Progressive designed
rectangular tree guard 

B-00711

BUFFER
A multi-slides
rectangular tree
guard 

B-00712

DEFLECTOR
A Contemporary designed
rectangular tree guard 

B-0713

PLATE
A seamless
circular tree guard 

B-00714

BUCKLER
A modern circular
tree guard 

B-00715

AEGIS
An artistic circular
tree guard 

B-00716

SANCTUARYT
A fancy circular
tree guard 

based on the steel plate thickness



ALL PRODUCTS ARE
CUSTOMIZABLE 
Thank you !

w ww.albatalfactory .co m


